Nomadic Peoples
“We did not think of the great open plains, the beautiful rolling hills, and winding streams with tangled
growth, as wild...To us it was tame. Earth was bountiful and we were surrounded with the blessings of the
Great Mystery.” --Chief Luther Standing Bear (1905-1939)
If you were living here 10,000 years ago, you’d
have hunted wooly mammoths, bison, and camels
and gathered seeds, roots, and fruits from the
grasslands. That’s how the Paleo-Indians who
traversed these prairie lands survived. Though the
archeological record offers only a rough sketch of
those long-ago days, it reveals a legacy of intimate
and evolving connection to the landscape. Two
thousand years ago, Hopewellian Indians flourished
here in villages along streams and rivers.
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By 1000 AD, the Pawnee and Wichita had migrated
into Kansas, tending gardens of squash, beans, and
corn and hunting bison. Osage and Kansa Indians
(after whom Kansas is named) entered this region
about 500 years ago, followed, a century later, by the
first Europeans.
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At the Roniger
Museum (Cottonwood
Falls) and the Kaufman Museum (north
Newton), you’ll find
regional Indian artifacts
and interpretation. Visit
Council Grove (Morris
County) for a selfguided tour of 21
historic sites from
pioneering days. Join
in Council Grove’s
Wah-Shun-Gah Days
Festival in late June.

Though early white pioneers passed through Kansas for
points west, by 1880 nearly a million had settled in Kansas.
Conflicts with Indians intensified as settlement expanded.
Fort Riley, near Junction City, was built in 1852 to subdue
Indian uprisings and protect travelers and remains a major
military site today. By the late 1800s, few Indians remained
in Kansas. Many had died of diseases and those remaining
were moved to reservations outside the state.
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